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ABSTRACT The emergence of self-driving automobiles has drawn great attention to VANETs, where vehi-
cles can interact with each other through wireless communications. A variety of interesting applications thus
have been developed to enable vehicles to monitor traffic/congestion, and share information/files real-time.
One of most promising services over Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is the advertisements dissemina-
tion that provides users (drivers and passengers) with commercial ads, such as tourism/shopping/restaurant
promotions. Owing to the mobility of vehicles, advertisements can spread to anywhere as the vehicles
move through vehicle-to-vehicle communications. In this paper, we address the problem of advertisements
(ads) dissemination in VANETs with a budget constraint, where ads are first sent from road side units to a
selected set of vehicles (seed vehicles), then forwarded to nearby vehicles as seed vehicles moving. We aim
to maximize the number of vehicles that receive ads during the dissemination process and prove that this
optimization problem is NP-hard. We then propose a heuristic algorithm based on genetic methods to solve
the problem. In particular, we consider the user preferences when advertising making sure that a perfect
message reaches the perfect audience at the perfect time. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm outperforms existing methods by delivering ads to more vehicles under different traffic scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), advertising, point centrality, recommender systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in self-driving automobile and Internet-
of-Things (IoT) have drawn attention back to Vehicular
Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) due to interests in saftey
and communication applications [1]. Vehicles in VANETs
are typically equipped with On Board Units (OBUs) that
allows communication with other OBUs and Road Side
Units (RSUs) [2]. Information such as road and traffic con-
dition thus can be exchanged between vehicles and between
vehicles and RSUs [3]. The development of information dis-
semination in VANETs has given rise to vehicular advertising
that value-added services, such as the commercials of nearby
gas stations and restaurants are delivered over OBUs to users.
Themain advantage of usingVANETs for advertising is that it
exploits the mobility of carriers (vehicles) that ads can spread
rapidly within a short time as carriers are moving from one
place to another and can always forward ads to new vehicles
they come across.

Communications in VANETs can be classified into
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
depending on the communication partner [4]. In this paper,
we take both V2I and V2V into account, where V2I accounts
for the communication between RSUs and vehicles, and V2V
refers to the communication between vehicles. In particular,
we want to address the spreading of advertisements (ads)
in VANETs with budget constraints. Merchants can send
ads through RSUs to nearby vehicles, however, it would
be expensive to just rely on RSUs to spread ads. A more
economic and efficient method is to let RSUs send ads to a
selected set of vehicles, and let these vehicles forward ads to
other vehicles while moving. In addition, ads are often related
to timely events. An ad for shopping promotions in Thanks-
giving would not be effective in January. When advertising
to users, we would like to deliver ads to users with a strong
preference to receive the message instead of those who have
no interest [5]. Delivering an education ad to a customer who
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is a school-age child benefits more than targeting a customer
who is not. It has proven that advertising strategies that take
care of user interests can significantly increase the revenue of
ad providers. In this paper, we carefully examine the contents
of ads and interests of users aiming to deliver ads to most
receptive audiences in a timely manner.

To address the challenges outlined above, we consider a
VANET that consists of vehicles and RSUs. Given a limited
budget, we aim to maximize the number of vehicles that
receive ads by letting RSUs send ads to a selected set of
vehicles that are expected to forward ads to more vehicles
as they move from one place to another. We consider user
preferences when disseminating ads in order to achieve target
advertising.

The main contributions of the paper are summarized as
follows:

1) We formulate the target advertising problem as a budget
constrained optimization problem, and have proven it
to be NP-hard.

2) We propose an Advertisements Dissemination algo-
rithm (ADA) that consists of three steps. Step 1 selects
vehicles to forward ads, step 2 introduces a buffering
scheme for ads classification and forwarding, and step
3 employs a location-based advertising recommender
system based on collaboration filtering (CF) and loca-
tion based service (LBS) to study user preferences and
make recommendation accordingly so that a perfect
message can reach the perfect audience.

3) We evaluate the performance of ADA through exten-
sive simulations. Simulation results show that ADA
outperforms existingmethods by delivering ads tomore
vehicles under different traffic scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work is reviewed in Section II. We present the system model
in Section III. We formulate the problem and prove its NP-
hard in Section IV. An Advertisements Dissemination algo-
rithm (ADA) is proposed in Section V. Section VI presents
the simulation environment and scenarios, the performance
metrics used for the comparison of the selecting algorithms,
and the simulation results. Concluding remarks and future
directions are given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce studies related to this paper and
compare them with our work.

Social network analysis and its applications in VANETs
have been widely studied over years. Tzu-Chieh Tsai and
Ho-Hsiang Chan proposed two routing algorithms [6] based
on users’ social relations, one exploring users’ history traces
for recommendations, while the other trying to group people
of common interests by route selection. Ye [7] on the other
hand, worked on vehicle route prediction by constructing a
relationship model between road segments. Different from
the previous work that focused on vehicle/user relations, this
paper studied the social ties between road segments. The
authors built a road segment network model and explored its

social characteristics. A vehicle route prediction algorithm is
proposed based on the utilization of social network. In [8],
social network analysis was employed for routing in fixed-
line VANETs, i.e., routine traffic of public transportation.
In this work, participants in fixed-line VANETs were divided
into different communities based on social closeness which
was further used for forwarding choices.

Among these studies, a popular topic is to examine the
impact of social relations on information dissemination
in VANETs. For example, social relations can help dissem-
inate ads in VANETs where RSUs send ads to vehicles
and then from vehicles to other vehicles. In [9], Jing et al.
employed an optimal multiple stopping theory to formulate
a cooperative vehicle selection problem so as to address an
issue of continuous content downloading of edge vehicles.
Also, the authors achieved cluster-based content sharing for
the crossroad scenario in VANETs based on a coalition for-
mation game in [10]. They exploited vehicles’ parameters and
the available bandwidth to formulate the coalition utility, and
then made the decision to build or maintain clusters so as
to address the intra-cluster communication. Due to expense
and signal transmission limits, a common consideration is
to select a few ‘‘influential’’ intermediate RSUs/vehicles as
seeds to spread information/messages. A packet forward-
ing protocol SPRING was proposed by Lu et al. [11], that
adopts the betweenness centrality [12] to measure the social-
ity of RSUs, then select RSUs with high centrality. While
this method is able to pick ‘‘influential’’ RSUs, it ignores
the mobility of vehicles and fluctuations in traffic. In our
paper, we consider finding vehicles, not RSUs, with high
centrality, to adapt to the highly dynamic traffic on road.
In [13], seed vehicles are selected by the probabilistic control
centrality (pCoCe) in VANETs. In [14], Qin et al. exam-
ined three classic centrality over real world traffic datasets.
Through the analysis of complementary cumulative density
function (CCDF), the paper chooses the degree centrality and
the coreness centrality as measures of filtering seed vehicles.
The centrality measures discussed in this paper only consider
1-hop degree of vehicles, ignoring 2-hop or longer distance
impact of vehicles.

In our paper, we adopt an advertising recommendation
system with a goal to enhance user interests/satisfaction. The
advertising recommendation has been extensively studied in
the literature. Previous work on recommendation systems
mainly used CF to predict users’ preferences based on user
rating history [15]. A multifaceted collaborative filtering
model was proposed in [16] by studying the similarities
between products or users. Reference [17] and [18] designed
an active learning algorithm based on users’ personality in
recommender systems. In [19], a tourist attraction recom-
mender system was developed to generate a personalized list
of preference attractions for tourists. In addition, Ji exploited
location-based data from mobile social services to maximize
influence propagation problem in [20]. Few papers have stud-
ied the recommendation systems in VANETs. Only in [21],
Liu et al. developed an intelligent network recommendation
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FIGURE 1. A description of a targeted advertisements system.

system supported by traffic history data, by taking traffic
status, user preference, and network condition into account.
Yet, the above studies only focus on the performance of rec-
ommender systems in specific fields, thus are not applicable
to our advertising system in VANETs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
In our system, merchants want to send ads through RSUs to
nearby vehicles, and vehicles that receive ads can further for-
ward them to other neighboring vehicles, as shown in Fig. 1.
The main advantage of using VANETs for advertising is that
it can exploit the mobility of cooperative vehicles to spread
ads rapidly within a short time. The reason is that these
cooperative vehicles are moving from one place to another
and can always forward ads to new vehicles they come across.
Since it is costly to deliver ads by RSUs (the reason will
be discussed later), our task is to first send ads from RSUs
to a selected set of vehicles with a limited budget. Then we
employ these selected cooperative vehicles to help spread ads
out to as many vehicles as possible. Additionally, note that
ads are often related to timely events or of interest to certain
groups of audiences, we should be carefully design a targeted
ads system to ensure who can receive what ads at what time
so as to maximize the effectiveness of advertisements.

To achieve our targeted ads system in a VANET with
n vehicles1 V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, we assume that each vehicle
is equipped with an OBU that allows it to communicate with
other vehicles and RSUs within its communication range. Let
eij be the edge that links vi to vj, and each directed edge
eij is associated with a weight wij ∈ [0, 1] indicating the
‘‘closeness’’ between vi and vj such that

∑
v∈V w(i, j) ≤ 1.

In this paper, we let wij be a function of communication
propability and will be discussed in detail later. As a result,
the entire VANET can be represented by a undirected graph
G(V ,E) where E = {eij}.

In fact, this undirected graph is generated and stored in
Data Center Servers (DCSs) [22]. DCSs can keep track of

1There are two types of vehicles in VANETs: general vehicles and seed
vehicles.

the location and trajectory of all vehicles in VANETs. This
structure is similar to a Software Defined Networks (SDNs)-
based VANETs [23]–[25]. All vehicles are required to send
beacon messages periodically to its nearest RSU through
V2I communications. The beacon message B is defined as
{Tb, Id, (xi, yi),

−→
Ve}, where Tb shows the time it sends a

message, and Id is referred to the identity of a vehicle node.
On the basis of the knowledge acquired by the Assisted
Global Positioning System (AGPS) [26], the vehicle can
obtain its longitude and latitude (xi, yi). In addition,

−→
Ve is a

vector and indicates the current velocity and direction of a
vehicle. A RSU collects up-to-date information of its neigh-
borhood vehicles through beacon messages it received and
update the latest information to DCSs.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we focus on the problem of spreading ads in
a VANET G(V ,E) given a limited budget B. Our goal is to
deliver ads to as many vehicles as possible in a timely manner
(In the ideal situation, spread ads to all the vehicles on the
road). This problem is similar to InfluenceMaximization(IM)
problem in viral marketing [27]. There are two diffusion
models used to formulate IM problem, namely, Independent
Cascade (IC) model and Linear Threshold (LT) model [28].
For vehicle nodes are moving rapidly, those two models
cannot be applied directly to our advertisements dimension
problem in VANETs. We utilize the conception of LT model
and develop a Vehicle Seeds Dimension (VSD) model to
illustrate the propagation of advertisements in VANETs.
Advertisements dissemination by RSUs has been discussed
a lot, such as in [29]. However, advertising rely solely on
RSUs can bring high expense. For each merchant who wants
to advertise to the whole city, it has to deploy many RSUs to
help disseminate ads. Each time for ads information updates
(i.e. a restaurant designs a new dish and wants to promote
it to the citizens), a merchant has to inform all the RSUs it
hires. Due to the high expense of using RSUs to send ads
to all directly, we choose to let RSUs send ads to a selected
set of vehicles (seed vehicles) in the VSD model, then let
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these vehicles help spread ads out to nearby vehicles with
an objective of maximizing the number of vehicles receiv-
ing ads. Vehicles which are willing to help disseminate ads
to gain remuneration have to sign up and get a particular
OBU device which supports buffering and forwarding ads.
These vehicles are called ‘‘volunteers’’ which can get some
incentives through helping deliver ads. In this case, merchants
can structure their own RSUs to propagate ads.

Consider a VANETG(V ,E) aforementioned in Section III.
Here we capture the ‘‘closeness’’ between vehicle vi and vj by

wij =
λ · cij
|T − T ′|

, (1)

where T ′ refers to the time that the last contact between
vi and vj occurs during the last measured period time of τ , and
cij represents the number of contacts vi and vj have during τ .
The contacts are conjectured by the communication range of
OBUs, the distance between vehicles and the current network
status. As vehicles move constantly, vehicles that contact a
while ago may have been far from each other at T . Thus we
only consider contacts inmost recent period of time τ with the
intuition that two vehicles are still in the same area and may
contact again. In addition, we let |T −T ′| be the denominator
because the smaller the absolute difference between T and T ′,
the closer last contact is from now, the more likely they would
contact again in the future. Besides, λ is a parameter that
ensures that wij is a float number between 0 and 1.
Due to the high expense of using RSUs to send ads to all

directly, we choose to let RSUs send ads to a selected set of
vehicles S = {vi ∈ V }, then let these vehicles help spread ads
out to nearby vehicles with an objective of maximizing the
number of vehicles receiving ads. By utilizing the conception
of the LT model, a vehicle vi is considered received ads if∑

vj∈S wij ≥ 1 in theVSDmodel. Let S ⊆ V be the set of seed
vehicles to help spread ads. For each vehicle vk in a seed set S
is associated with a selecting cost ck ≥ 0 (the cost involves
incentives for vehicles and the price for OBU devices). In our
work, ck is set as a fixed value p for all vehicles to be selected.
Let θ be the set of vehicles that has received ads at the end
of 4T , where 4T refers to a target time period as most ads
are related to timely events and lose their value once timeout.

The problem outlined above can be formulated as follows.

max |θ |

s.t.
∑
S

p ≤ B

at the end of 4T . (2)

Theorem 1: The problem described in Eq. 2 is NP-hard.
Proof: Consider a specific case of Eq. 2 that we aim to

spread ads to all the vehicles in G eventually.
As the price of employing a single vehicle is p, RSUs at

most can send ads to m = B/p vehicles directly. Assume that
ads can only be forwarded once from vehicle to vehicle and
would expire after transmission. We assume that if wij > 0.5,
there is a edge eij between vi and vj. As a result, this problem is
equal to finding a minimum set ofm nodes in graphG, where

FIGURE 2. The components of the advertising dissemination algorithm.

every edge has at least one endpoint in the set ofm nodes. This
is a classic minimum vertex cover problem (VCP) which is
NP-complete. As Eq. 2 can be reduced to VCP in polynomial
time, it is NP-hard.

V. ADVERTISEMENTS DISSEMINATION ALGORITHM
To solve the NP-hard problem Eq. 2, in this section, we pro-
pose an Advertisements Dissemination Algorithm (ADA)
that consists of three steps.

As shown as Fig. 2, first, we let RSUs send ads to a selected
set of vehicles S such that they can help disseminate ads by
forwarding them to other vehicles while moving. In particu-
lar, how many vehicles and which vehicles should be there in
S needs to be carefully determined. In our solution, we adopt
a genetic algorithm to help figure out the size of S by studying
the structure and the edge strength in G(V ,E). Vehicles are
then selected by point centrality, a metric that measures the
‘‘influence’’ a vehicle has on others.

Next we introduce a buffering scheme for ads forwarding.
After receiving ads from RSUs, before forwarding, a seed
vehicle would classify ads into categories and assign prior-
ities based on the contents. Ads with high priority would be
forwarded to nearby vehicles first. Ads that timeout during
this stage would be dropped. With the help of the buffering
scheme, we guarantee that vehicles (users) always receive the
most timely information.

Finally, we employ a location-based advertising
recommender system based on CF and LBS. The proposed
recommender system studies user preferences and makes
recommendation accordingly so that a perfect message can
reach the perfect audience.

A. SELECTION OF SEED VEHICLES
In this subsection, wewould like to determine a set of selected
vehicles to start with in ADA. The selection is separated into
two steps: the first is to determine the size of the set of selected
vehicles, while the second is to choose the most ‘‘influential’’
vehicles to be seed vehicles.

1) A GENETIC ALGORITHM
There are many heuristic algorithms to solve the optimization
problem, such as a greedy algorithm, a simulated annealing
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algorithm and an ant colony optimization [30]. Among these
algorithms, a genetic algorithm (GA) executes for its fast
convergence speed and perfect application to our algorithm.
We introduce the GA [31], a classic algorithm used in natural
selection to determine the number of seed vehicles.

In general, a genetic algorithm starts with a population
representing the potential solution set for the problem to
solve, while a population is composed of a number of indi-
viduals encoded by genes [32]. In every generation/iteration,
a set of individuals are selected by a fitness function, then a
better generation (a different set) is produced according to the
principle of survival of the fittest.

Given G(V ,E), we adopt the genetic algorithm aiming
to find out the number of vehicles we should start with for
advertising. Let s = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} be a binary vector that
si = 1 when vi is selected and 0 otherwise. In each iteration
of the genetic algorithm, elements that are 0 will be flipped
and elements that are 1 in s will be permutated until finding
the best possible value for s. We define eij as a binaryzation
of wij. eij = 1 if wij > 0.5 and eij = 0 otherwise. wij is
aforementioned as ‘‘closeness’’ of the two vehicles vi and vj.
eij = 1 can be explained as there are ‘‘connection’’ between
the two vehicles since the ‘‘closeness’’ is sufficient. For every
possible s, we calculate a fitness value,

f (s) = α
∑n

i=1

(
si + β(1− si)

∑n

j=i
(1− sj)eij

)
. (3)

This fitness value equation can be rewrite as follows,

f (s) = α
∑n

i=1
si+αβ

∑n

i=1

(
(1− si)

∑n

j=i
(1− sj)eij

)
.

(4)

Let

FA =
∑n

i=1
si,

and

FB =
∑n

i=1

(
(1− si)

∑n

j=i
(1− sj)eij

)
.

Then

f (s) = αFA+ αβFB. (5)

Here, FA indicates the number of seed vehicles, which also
reflects the cost of selecting them. FB illustrates how much
the seed set S has covered V . Note that all the parameters
in FB are binary integers. (1 − si)(1 − sj)eij 6= 0 only if
si = 0 & sj = 0 & eij = 1. It means that there exists
a ‘‘connection’’ between vi and vj but neither is selected as
seed vehicles, which can be seen as vi and vj ‘‘not covered’’
by the seed set. Thus FB accumulates the nodes uncovered
by seed vehicles. α and β are parameters used to adjust
to achieve the trade-off between minimizing the cost and
maximizing the coverage of ads when selecting vehicles to
start with. For instance, a roadside merchant named A is a
large-scale shopping mall newly opened. It has a lot of budget
to advertise as long as the advertisements are received bymost
people. In this condition, we adjust α to a small value, and

change β to a big value. On the contrary, for a merchant who
has little budget to advertise, the value of α should be large
while β should be small.
The details of the genetic algorithm are illustrated in

Algorithm 1. The Exiting Condition (line 2 in Algorithm 1)
for the while loop is that if the difference between the fitness
value of two iterations is less then ε for multiple consecutive
iterations, we will terminate the while loop.

Algorithm 1 A Genetic Algorithm
1: Initialize s.
2: while Exiting Condition is NOT True do
3: Calculate the fitness value f (s) according to Eq. 3.
4: Update s through crossover and mutation.
5: end while
6: k = length(nonzeros(s)).

By applying Algorithm 1 to G(V ,E), we are able to find
the optimized number (k) of vehicles to start advertising
with. We simulate the genetic algorithm under various traffic
scenarios. The results can be found in Section VI. Although
s identifies vehicles to be selected, elements in s that are 1.
In other words, the selected vehicles are different in each iter-
ation due to different permutation. Also, the selected vehicles
may have moved away due to the run time of the genetic
algorithm. Therefore we need one more step to select k most
influential vehicles so that they can help spread ads to asmany
vehicles as possible.

2) POINT CENTRALITY
Centrality was first proposed in the social networks [33].
It was designed to identify the most influential vertices in
a graph, such as identifying key infrastructure nodes in the
Internet or urban networks and super-spreaders of disease.
In this paper we use point centrality [13] to measure capa-
bilities of vehicles to spread advertisements. Given G(V ,E),
the point centrality of the vehicles can be defined in terms of
node degree, closeness, and betweenness [34]. For example,
degree centrality is calculated as the number of links upon a
node whereas betweenness centrality quantifies the number
of times a node acts as a bridge along the shortest path
between two other nodes. The closeness centrality of a node is
defined as the average length of the shortest path between the
node and all other nodes in the graph. Thus the more central
a node is, the closer it is to other nodes.

In this paper, we define the centrality as a function of
vehicle closeness wij in Eq. 1. In particular, for each vehi-
cle vi, we consider its 2-hop neighbors, including vehicles
directly connected to vi in G and their 1-hop neighbors.
The rationale behind this choice is that as vehicles move
constantly, we would like to develop a method to compute
the point centrality efficiently and select vehicles before they
move out the target area. Let Ni = {vj ∈ V } be the set of
vehicles directly connected to vi, that is, ∀vj ∈ Ni, eij ∈ E .
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FIGURE 3. Different categories of advertisements.

Thus the centrality of vehicle vi can be defined as follows,

Ci =
∑
vj∈Ni

wij +
∑
vj∈Ni

∑
vp∈Nj,vp /∈Ni

wpj. (6)

where the sum of direct neighbors ‘‘closeness’’ of vi,∑
vj∈Ni wij, which indicates the capability of 1-hop deliv-

ery, while
∑

vj∈Ni

∑
vp∈Nj,vp /∈Ni wpj represents 2-hop delivery

capability of vi. Accordingly, we can calculate the centrality
for each vehicle in G by measuring its delivery capability
(both 1-hop and 2-hops). Given a limited budge B, we select
top k vehicles that have the highest centrality value, where
k is given by Algorithm 1. If k calculated exceed the limit
numberm = B/p, then choose topm vehicles with the highest
centrality value.

B. BUFFERING SCHEME
Assume that a Time To Live (TTL) is associated with every
ad delivered inG(V ,E), indicating when the ad would expire.
We take time into consideration because in general ads lose
value over time, i.e., seasonal and holiday ads, ads for an
upcoming sale. On the other hand, a vehicle may receive a
number of ads at a time while the processing capacity of its
OBU is limited. Thus, it may not be able to help spread all
ads received. In our solution to Eq. 2, after RSUs send ads to
selected vehicles (seed vehicles) and before forwarding ads
to other vehicles nearby, seed vehicles would examine the
contents and the TTL of ads received, classify ads into cat-
egories, assign priorities, and drop ads that expired. In other
words, ads received would be buffered for extra processing to
guarantee that vehicles (users) always receive the most timely
information. In addition, by classifying ads in the buffering
scheme, wemake the recommender system (will be discussed
in the next section) possible.

Upon an ad arrives at a vehicle, its contents would be
examined then would be placed into corresponding category
such as health, education, food, tourism, and real estate.
In each category, ads are sorted in chronological order of its
TTL (expiration time) so that ads that will expire soon are
placed at the end (low priority) and ads more ‘‘fresh’’ are
placed in the front (high priority). When forwarding ads to
nearby vehicles, ads with high priority would be sent first.
During this step, ads expired would be dropped immedi-
ately, or if the memory is full, ads with low priority would be
dropped as well. Fig. 3 illustrates an example ads buffer at a
vehicle.

TABLE 1. Rating scale of users.

C. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
When advertising to users, we would like to deliver ads
to users with a strong preference to receive the message
instead of those who have no interest [35]. It has proven
that advertising strategies that take care of user interests can
significantly revenue of ad providers. Therefore, in this paper,
we design a recommender system in vehicular advertising
to filter irrelevant information and to provide personalized
and relevant services to customers. The recommender system
can be applied in solution to Eq. 2 in cooperation with the
buffering scheme where we classify ads into categories based
on their contents, for example, making recommendations cat-
egory by category. Recommender systems typically produce a
list of recommendations in three ways, through collaborative
filtering, content-based filtering and the social recommen-
dation [36]. We adopt the method of collaborative filtering
jointly considering the vehicle location for recommendations.

On the basis of the knowledge acquired by the AGPS [26],
we can obtain the longitude and latitude of the seed vehicles
and other vehicles around them. The distance between any
two vehicles vi and vj can be calculated by

dij=R·arccos
(
sin xi ·sin xj+cos xi ·cos xj ·cos

(
yi−yj

))
(7)

whereR represents the radius of the earth, (xi, yi) indicates the
longitude and latitude of vi, and (xj, yj) reflects the longitude
and latitude of vj. Assuming DH denotes the threshold of the
distance dij, we can define vj as a neighbor vehicle of vi if
dij < DH .
Upon receiving a message, a vehicle (user) can choose

to ignore it, accept it, ‘‘like’’ it or forward it. Based on
user behaviors towards ads, we can create a rating table of
advertisements that displays user preferences towards adver-
tisements as in TABLE 1. Specifically, the rating score is
not towards the specific items, but aiming at categories of
advertisements. We may let rating score of an ad be 0 if a user
ignores the ad, let it plus 1 if the user accepts the ad, and let it
plus 2 if the user chooses to forward the ad or ‘‘like’’ the ad.
Besides, if the user has not seen this category of ads, the rating
score is null. To take TABLE 1 as an example, we are aware of
the fact that the user v1 ignores an health ad, likes or forwards
an education ad and accepts an tourism ad as well as forwards
and likes it in the meantime.

In particular, what we would like to do in the recommender
system are as follows.

1) Create a rating table R for every vehicle in G where
Ri,j represents user vi’s preference towards category j.
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2) Update the table based on user behaviors towards ads
received.

3) When other vehicles forwarding ads to vi, choose top
N categories with highest scores, and forward ads of
these categories.

It may happen that vi has not rated a specific category j,
then a neighbor of vi would be selected from its neighbors
through a similarity measure sim(vi, vp), a correlation coef-
ficient of their rating scores. Ri,j would be set to the rating
score of the selected similar neighbor towards category j.
If no neighbor has rated j, Ri,j would be set to the average
of rating scores of all the vehicles in G. Details are described
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Score Obtain Algorithm
1: Initialize a score matrix Ri,k according to the rating score

of the vehicles.

2: R̄ =

m∑
i=1

n∑
k=1

Ri,k

m×n
3: for vi← 1 to m do
4: for each category k ← 1 to n do
5: if vi has rated k then
6: Ri,k = the rating score
7: else
8: for each neighbor j← 1 to m, j 6= i do

9: sim(i, j) =

n∑
k=1

(Ri,k−R̄i)(Rj,k−R̄j)√
n∑

k=1
(Ri,k−R̄i)2

√
n∑

k=1
(Rj,k−R̄j)2

10: end for
11: end if

//∗ Select similar neighbor according to the similar-
ity former calculated ;

12: MAX = sim(i, 1)
13: for each neighbor j← 1 to m, j 6= i do
14: if sim(i, j) > MAX then
15: MAX = sim(i, j)
16: end if
17: end for
18: for each neighbor j← 1 to m, j 6= i do
19: if sim(i, j) = MAX then
20: similar neighbor = j
21: end if
22: end for

∗//
23: if vi has rated k then
24: Ri,k = Rj,k ;
25: else
26: Ri,k = R̄
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we validate the performance of our proposed
ADA algorithm through a simulation study.

FIGURE 4. Helsinki region considered for simulation.

TABLE 2. k in different scenarios.

A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
We simulate a VANET that consists of n vehicles, where n
varies between 20 and 80.We examine the performance of the
ADA algorithm by the average delivery ratio (ADR), the ratio
of the number of vehicles receiving ads to n. We let vehicles
travel at a speed ranging from 40 km/h to 100 km/h, and run
simulations on a real world traffic map (Helsinki, 4500m ×
3400m, as shown in Fig. 4). In particular, each vehicle has
a buffer size of 5M bytes and is able to transmit messages
to other vehicles within 200 meters. When the simulation
starts, we place n vehicles randomly on the given map, let
each vehicle choose a random destination and use Dijkstra
shortest path algorithm [37] for route calculation. During the
simulation, when arriving at the destination, a vehicle will
pause for a random period of time, head to another random
destination, repeat until the simulation ends.

We consider a budget constrained advertising dissemina-
tion process over the simulated VANET. Given a budget B
and the price of sending ads to a single vehicle p, a RSU can
send ads to at most B/p vehicles. We let B/p vary between
5 and 20. For each n and B/p, we calculate k , the number
of seed vehicles by the Algorithm 1. TABLE 2 displays the
value of k when n and B/p vary.

In addition, we implement two existing algorithms for
advertising in VANETs for performance comparisons:

• Random Selection where seed vehicles are selected ran-
domly.

• Degree Centrality-based Selection where seed vehicles
are selected by degree centrality.
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FIGURE 5. The average delivery ratio of three algorithms in different traffic density. (a) n = 20. (b) n = 40. (c) n = 60. (d) n = 80.

Simulations are conducted over the Opportunistic Network
Environment simulator (ONE) [38] built in Java.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 5 reports ADR vs. TTLwhen the network size n is 20, 40,
60, and 80, respectively. The number of seed vehicles is cal-
culated as aforementioned. We can observe that the proposed
algorithm achieves the highest delivery ratio compared to the
other two methods under different network size. When the
traffic is extremely sparse (n = 20), the delivery ratio is low
in Fig. 5(a). When there are few vehicles on the road, they
are averagely far from each other. As a result, there is less
chance for messages to spread from one to another. When the
traffic is light (n = 40), Fig. 5(b) shows that our algorithm
can achieve a deliver ratio of 0.9815 with TTL = 30 minutes
while the two other algorithms are below 0.9. In general,
ADR increases as TTL increases. This is because ads survive
longer before getting dropped as TTL gets larger, hence, ads
will be forwarded to more vehicles as the seed vehicles move
around. Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) report similar results. We can
observe that ADR in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) is generally
higher than that in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b). This is because
the chances that vehicles get into contact with each other is
higher as the network becomes more packed. We can draw
from Fig. 5 that our algorithm can achieve a larger delivery
ratio comparing to the other two methods in all the scenarios.
In all three scenarios, our algorithm can achieve a delivery
ratio over 90%, as long as the TTL is sufficient. Noticeably,
in the last scenario, the delivery ratio of our algorithm reaches
98.94% when TTL = 40 minutes.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the results under insufficient budget,
when k (the number of seed vehicles) is greater than B/p
(the maximum number of vehicles that RSUs can afford to
send ads to). As a result, instead of sending ads to k vehicles,
RSUs can only send ads to the first B/p vehicles selected
by the ADA algorithm. We examine the performance of our
algorithm when n = 40,B/p = 4 and n = 60,B/p = 10
in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively. We can observe that
the delivery ratio of the ADA algorithm is less than that
in Fig. 5 as less seed vehicles are able to receive ads, but
the algorithm still achieves the highest ratio among three

FIGURE 6. The average delivery ratio for insufficient budget. (a) n = 40,
B/p = 4. (b) n = 60, B/p = 10.

algorithms. In addition, in Fig. 6(a), we notice that the gap
between three algorithms is larger than that in Fig. 5. This
result indicates that the ADA algorithm works even better
than the other two algorithms when there is insufficient bud-
get. In addition, Fig. 6(a) displays similar results. We can
conclude that the ADA algorithm outperforms the existing
algorithms under insufficient budget.

Fig. 7 reports the Average Acceptance Rate (AAR) of ads
with and without the buffering scheme as well as the recom-
mender system proposed in Section V. We define the accep-
tance rate as the ratio of the number of ads accepted or for-
warded to the number of ads received by a vehicle. As stated
in Section V, we classify ads into categories such as health
and education, then forward ads to other vehicles based on
user preferences. Consider the largest VANET aforemen-
tioned with 80 vehicles, where each vehicle has 10 neighbors
on average. We randomly generate a preference matrix R
for each vehicle towards different categories. The average
number of ads sent by RSUs to vehicles in each category is
set to be 5 (Fig. 7(a)) and 20 (Fig. 7(b)), respectively.

We can observe that after introducing the ads classification
and the recommender system, the acceptance rate of ads
has been increased significantly. In Fig. 7(a), with buffer-
ing scheme and recommender system, we can achieve close
to 80%AAR in all five categories. As a comparison, with only
the recommender system but not buffering scheme, we can
achieve an AAR of 70%, while the AAR of the random
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FIGURE 7. The average acceptance rate of advertisements. (a) Ads’
number is 5. (b) Ads’ number is 20.

recommending system is below 40%. In Fig. 7(b), we can
observe a similar trend of theAAR as that in Fig. 7(a), proving
that the proposed solution works both under light and heavy
ads loads. In summary, the results indicate that the proposed
algorithm is able to improve the effectiveness of vehicular
advertising by sending ads to audience who have interests,
hence, enhance the user satisfaction towards the advertising
system.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an advertisements dissemina-
tion algorithm (ADA) for target advertising with constrained
budget. Based on a genetic algorithm and point centrality
in social networks, we select a set of seed vehicles to start
with. We also proposed a buffering scheme as long as a
recommender system to ensure that advertisements are deliv-
ered to perfect audience. Through extensive performance
evaluation, we have demonstrated that the proposed ADA
algorithm can achieve better efficiency in terms of ADR
in VANETs. In particular, simulation results demonstrate that
the ADA algorithm can achieve a delivery ratio over 90%
with sufficient TTL. As a result, we can conclude that our
algorithm can disseminate advertisements to almost all vehi-
cles on the road in VANETs. Further simulations illustrate
that the AAR has been increased obviously after introducing
the buffering scheme and the recommender system to the
advertisements dissemination system.
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